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By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Local political leaders said women’s issues are playing
an important role in this year’s political race to about 20
people Monday night. 
“What are the elections about? I think they’re about
gender and political responsibility,” said Roy Lanham,
adviser for the Newman Catholic Center. “I think it’s
going to be women and people of color who are going to
teach us, who are going to teach this world.”
Pat Black, the unofficial adviser for the University
Democrats, said the welfare statistics are not as bad as they
seem.
She said that more than 70 percent of women on welfare
receive it for less than two years and only about 5 percent
receive it for more than eight years.
“We have a lot to be proud of in our country,” Black
said.
She added that it is important for women to get out to
the polls and vote to make their voice heard.
“This is a country whose democracy depends on our
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR./Photo editor
Roy Lanham, director of Newman Catholic Center, speaks at the voter information rally in the University Ballroom in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday evening. “I am a U.S. citizen. And I vote,” Lanham said.
Women need
stronger voice
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
The Student Senate will vote
Wednesday night whether to seat
Erin Foyle on the senate. 
Student Body President Jason
Anselment said Foyle should have
been seated as the sixth at-large
senate member, but because the
votes were miscalculated during
senate elections last April, she was
not seated. 
If the senate seats Foyle
immediately there will be 31
senate members through the end of
the fall term. The senate bylaws
states 30 senate members is the
maximum.
“In this case we have a
particular instance in which we are
in conflict with two different
rules,”  said Student Senate Speak-
er Jeff Zilch.
The bylaws are there to serve a
purpose but in this case they would
prevent the senate from taking the
proper action, Zilch said.
“It is more important to seat
someone the students have chosen
to be senator,” Zilch said.
Zilch said Foyle is interested in
the position and will be at the
meeting. Foyle confirmed she is
interested and will attend the
Wednesday night meeting but
declined further comment.
According to an Executive
Order issued by Anselment, the
mistake was a result of
miscalculations of individuals who
no longer hold their positions and
it is impossible to determine who
should be removed from the senate
to seat Foyle.
Zilch said it is Student
Government’s duty to correct last
year’s oversight and the senate
fully intends to do that.
Zilch also said this mistake was
a one time occurrence and the
senate has been looking over
records to clarify which seats will
be open for the Nov. 13 and 14
elections.
Zilch said 16 seats are open,
including six at-large, five on-
campus, and three off-campus.
Names that will appear on the
ballot will be released on Nov. 5.
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Eastern and community organ-
izations will be hosting special scary
events for Halloween.
Eastern’s Residence Hall Association
is inviting such fright villains as
Poltergeist and Freddy Krueger, along
with many others to their upcoming
annual haunted house.
“80s Night of Horror,” the theme for
their haunted house, will be held from
8 to 11 p.m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday in Lawson Hall Basement.
Collette Gordette, the Residence
Hall Association haunted house chair,
said the house will include famous
scenes from popular 80s fright flicks.
“It’s things people can recognize
(from the 80s films),” Gordette said.
The cost is $2 per person. Proceeds
from the event will be divided between
the March of Dimes and the Sean
McKinney Scholarship Fund, which
will be given to a freshman student
showing leadership in housing,
Gordette said.
This haunted house is open to
everyone and groups will be led
through the house with a tour guide.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is hosting a
haunted house for Eastern students and
the Charleston community from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. for children and from 8:30 to
10:30 p.m. for adults and Eastern
students Thursday in the basement of
the Sigma Phi Epsilon house in Greek
Court.
The house will include scary mazes,
ghosts and hidden walls, said Mike
Mellott, coordinator of the haunted
house. Candy will be handed out
throughout the evening.
Student Senate to consider seating 31st member
Haunted houses creep
into campus, Charleston
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Crash course
Members of Charleston Fire Department tries to pry open a car door Monday afternoon to
rescue injured participants during a demonstration to show the danger of drinking and driving,
which was done as a part of Alcohol Awareness Week. See HAUNTED page 2
See WOMEN page 2
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participation,” said Annette
Samuels, a professor of journal-
ism at Eastern.
Black said 54 million Amer-
ican women did not vote in the
last election.
“The women’s vote is really
going to make the difference in
the elections,” said Luellen
Laurenti, a representative for
Loretta Durbin.
Laurenti said many women are
getting involved with issues of the
government but are only starting
to scratch the surface of making
their voices heard.
“We have this power, but we
need to use this power to make
this a better place to live,”
Laurenti said.
Laurenti said women have also
expressed concerns involving the
lack of training and the lack of
child care for women on welfare.
Laurenti said 61 percent of
women and 55 percent of men
believe the budget should be bal-
anced gradually and not quickly.
Carolyn Brown-Hodge, who
ran for election to the House of
Representatives in 1992, said she
ran because she felt she could
represent her constituents in her
district the best. Brown-Hodge
said she had received many
ridiculous comments while she
was running, including why isn’t
she at home with her family.
She said many women are
starting to break out of the stereo-
type that women should be stay-
ing at home and a few are making
careers in politics.
She added there are currently
59 Senators, of which 11 are
women and there are currently
118 members of the House of
Representatives, in which 30 are
women.
Other issues confronted by the
speakers includes such things as
reaching out to all constituents to
get them to vote and the constant
ridiculing of our nation’s leader.
“Once the president takes the
oath, the president is our presi-
dent,” Samuels said.
This is the first time it’s been held, and all of the sets have been
built by the fraternity, Mellott said. All this week, members have been
putting up walls, setting up scenery and props and finding makeup and
costumes for the haunted house.
“We’re having a lot of fun with it,” Mellott said. “I hope everyone
else does.”
Sigma Phi Epsilon members will guide groups of eight through the
house, Mellott said.
“I just hope everyone comes and has a good time,” Mellott said.
“Be prepared to get scared.”
Admission is $2 for adults and $1 for children.
Jaycees and Grand Ball Costumes in Charleston are sponsoring a
haunted house for the third consecutive year.
The haunted house will be from 7 to 10 p.m. on Wednesday and
Thursday in the basement of Grand Ball Costumes, 609 Sixth St.
Charleston. Paul Slifer, president of the Charleston Jaycees, said it is
possible the hours may be extended to Friday, but it will not be known
until Wednesday.
“It’s going excellent,” Slifer said.
The cost is $1 for children and $3 for adults, and all proceeds will
go to a charitable organization, Slifer said.
This haunted house is sponsored by Jaycees and Grand Ball
Costumes, Slifer said. Delta Tau Delta Fraternity is also helping out
with this event.
Charleston Public Library is holding its annual Halloween story-
telling from 7 to 8 p.m. Wednesday in the library.
The event, which is geared towards children, is such that the adult
accompanying them will have a good time too, said Ruth Straith, an
adult desk worker at the library.
“We encourage the kids to come and show off their costumes,”
Straith said.
A ticket is needed to attend, which can be picked up at the library
for no charge, Straith said. Four storytellers will be telling stories at
the event.
HAUNTED from page one
WOMEN from page one
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) – Researchers using mice to
examine a pesticide’s effects on skin cancer also
developed data they say indicates baldness may be
linked to the presence of a female hormone, not the
absence of a male one.
Dr. Robert Smart and graduate assistant Hye-Sun
Oh were studying the pesticide’s impact when they
found that the shaved skin of mice grew hair when
treated with an estrogen blocker.
“Estrogen was playing some fundamental role in
skin biology,” Smart said.
The discovery by the North Carolina State
University researchers was published in Tuesday’s
edition of the Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences.
The discovery is being tested for possible applica-
tion in humans, but any commercial use could be
five years away, Smart said.
Smart said the studies also provided insights into
skin cancer, but an scientist who wasn’t involved in
the research said it was too soon to suggest the data
may lead to cures for either condition.
“It may well be that whatever effect estrogen has
is going to be much more significant in the mouse
than the human,” said Dr. Barbara Gilchrest, chair-
woman of the dermatology department at Boston
University.
Another researcher said the finding is a good start
for understanding hair loss conditions.
“What’s interesting and frustrating about the hair
follicle is it requires the interaction of a lot of signals.
This is such a clear demonstration of an agent that
it’s new and it’s exciting,” said Dr. Ulrike Lichti, hair
follicle investigator at the National Cancer Institute.
Smart said the estrogen blocker acts as a switch to
turn on hair growth in the lab mice. He said research
to determine if the same switch exists in humans is
underway at Wake Forest University’s Bowman-
Gray School of Medicine.
Scientists have known that cells at the base of the
hair follicle, called dermal papilla cells, regulate the
follicle growth and resting periods. But no one knew
why. Smart said his research points to a reason.
“In the follicle itself, what we’re observing is one
particular cell type is being influenced by estrogen
and it is influencing the growth of another cell type,”
Smart said.
Past research into hair growth has focused on male
hormones, or androgens.
“People believed that androgens were very impor-
tant in regulating hair growth,” Smart said. “In beard
and whisker growth, that’s important, but when one
talks about hair growth on top of our head, it doesn’t
necessarily hold. Androgens do play a role, but for
all the research that has been done the outcome is not
as successful as we would like.”
Mice experiments link baldness
with female, not male hormones
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) – A
right-wing paramilitary group
murdered six peasants in north-
ern Colombia and kidnapped
nine others they suspected of
helping leftist guerrillas, the
local governor said.
The killings occurred Sunday
in the village of Media Luna,
320 miles north of the capital,
Bogota.
About 40 armed men entered
the town with a list of names,
said Mauricio Pimiento,  the
governor of Cesar state, where
the attack occurred.
Six victims were shot to death
in the town and nine others were
kidnapped, he said.
The killers left a pamphlet
saying the victims were singled
out for allegedly collaborating
with the left-wing guerrillas
who have a strong presence in
the region,  Pimiento told
reporters.
Right-wing paramili tary
groups and the Colombian mili-
tary are battling for control of
the countryside against guerril-
las who have waged a 30-year
insurgency. Civilians are often
caught in the middle.
The violence has forced at
least 600,000 peasants to flee
their homes in the last decade,
according to Human Rights
Watch-Americas, a Washington-
based human rights group.
Six killed for aiding guerrillas
HUSSAN, West Bank (AP) – Israeli soldiers fired tear gas and rub-
ber bullets at Palestinian stone-throwers Monday, after a Jewish settler
was detained in the death of a 12-year-old Palestinian boy who was
killed by a blow to the head.
The Palestinians hurled stones at Israeli troops driving along a
bypass road around the village of Hussan, where Palestinian witnesses
said the settler struck the boy, Hilmi Shawash, with a pistol butt
Sunday.
An army jeep overturned under the hail of stones and four soldiers
were injured, settlers said. Soldiers responded with tear gas and rubber
bullets until the crowd dispersed.
Settler leaders said the detained man, whose name was not released,
chased a group of Palestinian boys who had stoned his car Sunday and
Hilmi apparently was injured when he ran and fell.
An autopsy performed Monday showed the boy was struck in the
left side of the head and the blow caused fatal internal bleeding, Israeli
police spokesman Boaz Goldberg said.
It was not clear from the autopsy whether Hilmi fell or was beaten.
Police were still investigating, Goldberg said.
The detained settler is the security chief of the Hadar Beitar settle-
ment, a cluster of 10 homes about a mile from Hussan.
Akiva Ovitz, a settler leader in the area, said the detained man was
responding Sunday to a report that Palestinian children were stoning
cars on the road leading to Hadar Beitar, when his own car was
stoned.
She said the settler chased the stone-throwers, and one of the boys
fell and hurt himself. The settler administered first aid and called an
ambulance, Ovitz said.
But Hilmi’s cousin, Ibrahim, 12, said Hilmi and a group of other
boys were walking home from school on a road that leads to Hadar
Beitar when the security chief pulled up in a jeep, got out and started
beating Hilmi with a pistol butt.
Soldiers use force
with Palestinians
Tuesday at
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A cutline in Monday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News incor-
rectly spelled Carl Sandburg School. The News regrets the error.
Correction
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR/Photo editor
Freeze frame
Anthropologist Linda Flotow presents a slide show featuring Ecuadorian textiles and way of Ecuadorian
life in the Tarble Arts Center Tuesday night. This particular slide shows a road and style of housing that the
Ecuadorians use. 
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Pre-trial and trial dates have
been set for the Eastern student
who was arrested after a task
force found 9.5 ounces of co-
caine in his house earlier this
month.
The pre-trial date for Jason
Sydnor, 617 Grant Ave., has
been set for Jan. 14 and his trial
date will be Jan. 28, 1997.
Sydnor’s attorney Bob Dunst
said no motions were filed at the
preliminary hearing Monday. 
East Central  I l l inois Task
Force Agents found 9.5 ounces
of cocaine with a street value of
$50,000, an undisclosed amount
of cash and two handguns at
Sydnor’s home.
Sydnor, 25, is charged with
possession of a controlled sub-
stance with intent to deliver (no
less than 100 grams and no
more than 400 grams) which is
punishable by at least nine years
in prison if convicted. 
Sydnor also is charged with
armed violence because the
guns were found close to the
drugs,  said Task Force Pro-
secutor Dale Righter. 
Armed violence carr ies a
mandatory 15-year prison sen-
tence.
The amount of cocaine found
at Sydnor’s apartment puts him
over the limit of charges that
could carry a mandatory sen-
tence if convicted.
The drug bust was one of the
largest in Coles County, Righter
said.
Righter said the task force is
still investigating connections
between Sydnor and other drug
suspects in Coles County. 
Cocaine trials set
to begin January
The Board of Trustee’s Executive Committee
Monday unanimously approved Eastern’s faculty
contract Monday through a conference call meeting.
“We now officially have a contract in place that
makes real progress on issues important to both the
faculty and the administration,” President David
Jorns said in a press release.” The next three years
should be very stable ones for the university.” 
The committee approved a new three-year con-
tract with the University Professionals of Illinois
local chapter. The contract included at least a 3 per-
cent pay raise for all members. 
Vice-President of Academic Affairs Terry
Weidner said that the package will cost more than $1
million more for faculty salaries than last year.
The faculty contract outlined a set of basic month-
ly increases for the teaching staff. Professors would
get an increase of $165, associate professors a raise
of $143, assistant professors a raise of $116 and
instructors a raise of $98.
The contract is retroactive to Sept. 1, and employ-
ees will receive the salary increase for September
and October in their November paychecks, accord-
ing to the press release.
According to a press release, the new contract
covers both full-time faculty and part-time faculty,
according to a press release.
The BOT’s executive committee is made up of
Chair Mack W. Hollowell, Susan Gilpin, vice-chair
and Tom Johnson, secretary. 
BOT approves faculty contract
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Power of equality
Gail Mason, professor of speech communications and acting chair of
the women’s studies minor, spoke at the Women’s Studies Colloquium
Monday evening. The  presentation, held in the Charleston-Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, focused on gen-
der discrimination.
By KEITH SEIZ
Staff writer
The Senate Slate will not be
published this semester because
the Student Government is con-
cerned that it is not useful to the
student body.
Student Senate Speaker Jeff
Zilch said another publication
could be published in its place but
it would not be called the Senate
Slate.
Zilch said some senate members
were concerned that the Senate
Slate was costly and not effective.
The senate will be discussing
ideas for a more effective way to
reach students, Zilch said. A dif-
ferent publication could prove to
be more worthwhile and useful.
“Some form of educational
(publication) could be put out,”
Zilch said.
Student Body President Jason
Anselment said when his term
began last April, he set a goal that
the senate will produce a timely
Senate Slate. 
Anselment said the he had
hoped the Senate Slate would be a
better product than it had been in
the past.
“I would rather, if we can’t pro-
duce a quality product, spend stu-
dent funds in a responsible way,
then not produce a Senate Slate at
all,” Anselment said.
According to the senate bylaws,
“Student Senate Slate is a newslet-
ter published to inform students
about the current activities of
Student Government.”
The Senate Slate is put out once
a semester with the intent of edu-
cating students on the actions and
activities of the Senate.
Zilch was not sure if the Senate
Slate or another form of publica-
tion will be put out next semester.
Zilch said he would be meeting
with senate member Trevor Griffin
to discuss the slate. Griffin was
unavailable for comment.
Zilch said that the release of the
new Student Government bro-
chures were not published to
replace the Senate Slate. 
Senate holds off publication
Newsletter will not hit press next semester
Preliminary
hearing held
Monday
I would rather, if we can’t produce a quality
product, spend student funds in a responsible way,
then not produce a Senate Slate at all.”
–Jason Anselment,
student body president
“
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“Individuality of expression is thebeginning and end of all art.
–Johann Wolfgang van Goethe
today’s quote
Charleston residents
should reconsider
petition on strip joint
Harassment includes same sex situations
Residents of Charleston are circulating a
petition urging the city council to eliminate or
prohibit businesses that provide adult entertain-
ment in town.
The petition defines adult entertainment as
nude or exotic dancing, topless dancing and
non-therapeutic massages. The petitions are in
response to a new strip club opened by Mike
Bickers next door to
three local schools.
The club, Capone’s, is
located at 1100 18th St.
Bickers also owns Panther’s Lounge, which
was turned into a strip club after his liquor
license was revoked last year.
While it is good that parents and community
members know what is going on in the commu-
nity and are concerned about their children, the
petition is too drastic of a step to take.
Instead of completely abolishing all adult
entertainment areas in Charleston and trying to
keep the town “pure,” the petition should call
to restrict these places’ entertainment.
Currently, Capone’s has no signs outside the
building indicating it is a strip club, and it is
not open during school hours.
Instead of outlawing the club, residents
should focus on restricting advertisements and
hours.
A restrictive petition could call for Capone’s
to not display advertisements because of its
proximity to the schools. The petition could
also limit business hours, preventing the estab-
lishment to be open during school hours.
Residents of Charleston have the right idea
in expressing their concerns and disapproval of
a business through the petition. Many times
people complain, but do not have enough ini-
tiative to actually put the complaints into
action.
But by trying to prohibit all adult entertain-
ment in Charleston, petitioners are threatening
Bickers’ and others’ freedom of expression.
It is important for parents and the communi-
ty to stay active and involved, but they should
not take such extreme action. Instead of trying
to abolish adult entertainment all together, the
community should work with business owners
and form a compromise that the whole commu-
nity can live with.
Editorial
Dear editor:
Upon reading Andrew Rodgers’ col-
umn Oct. 11, I found a major recurring
flaw. Family Weekend and spring con-
certs are not supported by student fee
money. These concerts are supported
by money that is self-generated through
ticket sales. This is a fact that not
everyone is aware of.
Also, it does not seem that Rodgers
is aware of the process it takes to put
on a concert. As a former University
Board Concert Coordinator, I might be
able to give an example. Last fall,
negotiations were under way for Sheryl
Crow to appear for the spring concert.
With this out of the way, we were look-
ing forward to maybe promoting a sec-
ond show some time in the spring
semester. However, the unpredictability
of the music industry struck, and Sheryl
Crow moved her tour back six months.
This is where I came in. I became the
concert coordinator in the spring, and I
had to quickly find a quality concert for
the students. It was suggested that the
Concert Committee scrap plans for a
spring concert and start working on the
Family Weekend concert. However, we
decided that we needed to exhaust all
means. With the support of UB, the
members of my committee and myself
looked at the upcoming routings.
Unfortunately, we were limited to two
dates for availability in Lantz
Gymnasium: April 13 and May 4. The
Gin Blossoms were our next possibili-
ty, and they backed out for a better
routing in Ohio after a week of talks.
We looked at other possibilities, but
with the approaching date, we needed
to act.
I felt we did an effective job of this,
especially considering our situation. So,
is it an easy situation, as Rodgers allud-
ed to? No, I don’t believe it is.
As for the Beach Boys, didn’t they
sell out two performances? And what
about the Hootie and the Blowfish per-
formance of spring 1995? Isn’t there
more history here than he acknowl-
edges? Or is he not aware that Bill
Cosby (obviously not a reunion con-
cert) has appeared here on Family
Weekend as sponsored by the concert
committee?
Please, Mr. Rodgers, do some
research and contact parties involved
before you make assertions. Find out
the who’s and why’s of the events.
Bob Reiter
political science graduate student
your turnFormer UB coordinator
explains work involved
in booking of concerts
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author ’s
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters will be
edited according to length and space
at the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
Letter policy
Sexual harassment is sexual
harassment, no matter how you
look at it.
Sexual harassment is defined
as “unwelcomed sexual advances
or conduct,” according to the
LawGuru.com website. This def-
inition includes any verbal, visu-
al and physical harassment. “It
also includes animosity that is
gender-based and a sexually
charged work environment. In
the work place, sexual harass-
ment can come from the owner, supervisor, manager, lead
person, foreperson and co-worker and/or customer,” the
site says.
This definition does not say, though, the two parties
involved have to be of different sexes.
U.S. District Judge Richard Mills dismissed a case filed
by Illinois Department of Transportation employee Jim
Shermer. Shermer alleged that his boss John Trees repeat-
edly said, in front of other workers, that he thought
Shermer was a homosexual, an article in the Oct. 14 issue
of The State Journal Register said.
“If and when same-sex sexual harassment is actionable
is an issue that will ultimately be left to the courts of
appeals that United States Supreme Court,” the article
said Mills wrote. “Unfortunately  ... the various courts of
appeals have been slow to act and are divided.”
In another Illinois case, Robert Schoiber, a former
assistant manager of an Aurora Speedway convenience
and service store accused his supervisor Edward Gonzalez
of repeatedly touching, grabbing and kissing employees,
as well as exposing himself, the article said.
U.S. District Judge Charles Norgle ruled against
Schoiber and said Congress “never intended same-gender
sexual harassment to be included as grounds for damages
under civil rights laws.”
But if sexual harassment laws don’t protect everyone
from unwanted advances in the workplace, who do the
laws protect?
Sexual harassment claims can
be classified into two categories,
“quid pro quo” and “hostile
work environment.”
“Hostile work environment
applies to any company that has
more than 15 employees and
affects interstate commerce,” the
LawGuru.com website said.
Both the case involving the
employees at Speedway and the
case involving employees at the
Illinois Department of Trans-
portation easily fit into this definition.
But because in both cases the persons filing the charges
were men filing against men, the case doesn’t hold up in
court.
But what is the difference between a man harassing a
woman or a man harassing another man?
Aren’t the results the same?
The victim feels hurt, betrayed, dirty and guilty.
Judge Norgle’s claim that Congress never considered
same-gender harassment a form of sexual harassment is
justified because he is following the rule of law. But his
claim is also a cop-out.
Realistically, there is no difference. If a man exposes
himself to a woman at the workplace and she is offended,
isn’t it likely that a man faced with the same situation
would be equally offended?
Congress never considered same-gender harassment
because the idea was not brought to the attention of the
courts.
But now it is in the court system.
Congress hasn’t considered it.
But that doesn’t mean that the U.S. courts of appeals
should be slow to act. They should recognize that any
form of harassment is wrong, regardless of gender.
–Natalie Gott  is associate news editor and a regular
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is cunmg@bgu.edu.
NATALIE GOTT
Regular columnist
“But what is the
difference
between a man
harassing a
woman or a
man harassing
another man?”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u t s s @ u x a . e c n . b g u . e d u
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Recently, the Federal Drug Administration gave
conditional approval for mifepristone, the clinical
name for RU-486, to be used in the United States
for early-term abortion. Clinical studies in the
United States confirmed results from
Europe. Mifepristone is safe, and it
allows women to end
unwanted pregnan-
cies earlier.
Perhaps
most im-
p o r t a n t l y,
the availability of mifepristone may
increase access to needed abortion ser-
vices. Many physicians who do not cur-
rently provide surgical abortion indicate
they would be willing to provide medical
abortion.
For women who must sometimes travel
hundreds of miles to find a physician, having
more physicians willing to provide medical
abortion is particularly important. 
Additionally, many women will have
the added benefit of securing an abortion
in their own doctors’ offices, rather than
traveling to a clinic. This will surely
provide more privacy and decrease the
chance that women will be harassed by
anti-choice religious political extremists at a
time when they are most vulnerable.
Mifepristone must be used within the first
seven weeks of a pregnancy to be effective.
If taken within the first seven weeks, stud-
ies have shown mifepristone to be 95 per-
cent effective. 
Because there are some instances when
mifepristone will not terminate a preg-
nancy, women who wish to use medical
abortion must be willing to have a surgi-
cal abortion in case of failure.
Mifepristone acts by blocking proges-
terone, which is a hormone essential for the
maintenance of pregnancy. Two days after
the introduction of mifepristone, a woman is
given protoglandin, which causes the uterus to
contract and expel the pregnancy. 
The women who have chosen mifepristone gener-
ally give positive reports. They feel that they have
more control, and it seems more natural to them than
surgical abortion.
Current experience with providing abortions with
mifepristone indicates that the cost of this procedure will be
the same or more than traditional surgical abortion. This is
because with mifepristone, there is considerably more time
needed for staff interaction with patients.
For the first time in recent history, we will have an entirely
new method available to help women who need abortions. Women
will be able to make important decisions about which procedure seems more
appropriate for them. Having more control over those decisions can help
build self-confidence for women who often are at critical junctures in their
lives.
The introduction of mifepristone can be seen as a positive, safe alternative to
surgical abortion in early pregnancy. We can applaud the fact that another
option has become available for women when they need it the most.
–Karen Cody Carlson is the president/CEO of Planned Parenthood of East
Central Illinois.
Dear editor:
I was raised a Catholic Dem-
ocrat on a family farm in Morgan
Country. In the 1950s and 1960s,
the Democratic Party and the
Catholic faith stood for the same
moral values. Marriage was con-
sidered a sacred bond between a
man and a woman. Marriage
between two people of the same
sex was never up for discussion.
An unborn baby was just that – “a
baby.” An unborn baby was never
considered a “choice” or a “glob of
tissue.” At the public grade school
I attended, each day began with
“The Pledge of Allegiance to the
Flag” and a “prayer.” No Democrat
Candidate would have spoken out
against this practice with any hope
of being elected. 
On Nov. 1, 1995, Rep. Dick
Durbin, D-Ill., voted in favor of
government- sanctioned homosex-
ual marriages. On the same day,
Durbin voted in favor of the par-
tial-birth abortion, the technique
that aborts a late-term baby in the
very process of being born. On
March 24, 1994, Durbin voted
against voluntary school prayer in
our public schools. And on June
21, 1990, Durbin voted against a
measure that would make it against
the law to burn or trample the
American flag. Durbin voted
against the measure to protect the
very flag that generations of
Americans have sacrificed to pre-
serve and to protect.
The Democratic Party no longer
stands for the values that were
instilled in me as a child. I did not
leave the Democratic Party, it left
me.
Sarah Joy Daniel
Godfrey resident
Dear editor:
I am a lifelong Republican,
having held many positions of
responsibility in my party, as well
as elected positions. I am current-
ly serving in my 21st year as a
board member of the Lake Land
Community College Board in
Mattoon.
I have always tried to look
beneath the rhetoric of political
campaigns to study the candi-
dates’ records, caring more about
what they have done than what
they say.
Four years ago, I didn’t know
Glenn Poshard. But I’ve watched
his work since then. There can’t
be many congressmen in the
United States who pay as much
attention to his district as this
man. It seems like every problem
he’s been asked to solve, he’s
found a way to do it.
I’ve watched his voting record.
He’s never missed a vote. He’s
moderate, willing to work with
both parties. If one attends his
town meetings, he or she gets
direct, straightforward answers.
I’m voting for him because I
believe he’s earned my vote.
I’ve watched my own party’s
candidate, too. I’ve looked at his
record. I’m sorry to say it doesn’t
match up.
First of all, Brent Winters has
seldom even bothered to vote,
even for our own party. He’s 41
years old and managed to vote in
one general election before 1994
when he first ran for Congress.
As the Decatur paper has already
pointed out, his claims about his
own work record and Poshard’s
votes don’t pass muster.
Glenn Poshard has served this
district in a thoughtful, hard-
working manner and deserves our
support. The Chicago Tribune
said, “he just works hard and gets
the job done.”
Leland J. Glazebrook
Sullivan resident
your turn
KAREN CODY CARLSON
Guest columnist
The battle to get RU-486 approved for use in the United
States is a clear example of how the abortion industry
exploits the very women it claims to be help-
ing. Dr. David Grimes, one of the leading
American experts on the abortion
pill, said, “RU-486 has been
hailed as a major advance in
the field of reproductive
health.”
It is debatable how the con-
nection can be made between
RU-486 and advancements in
women’s health. Abortion advocates have claimed that this
drug will provide women with a “safe” and “private” solu-
tion to their problem pregnancy. Mysteriously left out of
their promotions of this drug is the reality that RU-486 has
the potential to cause serious health problems or even
death. For example, in Third World countries that were
subjected to this chemical abortion method, it has
been referred by some as a “disaster” because the
medical treatment sometimes needed to complete
the abortion was not available. In other countries,
the drug was administered in a controlled clinical
environment with adequate medical technology.
Despite this availability, complications such as hem-
orrhage and even one death were reported. How can
it be argued that these health risks will “disappear”
when it is used in the United States?
RU-486 must be taken within the period of five to
seven weeks after the first day of a woman’s last men-
strual cycle. The regimen that follows is anything but
“private.” Commonly, three or more return visits are
required in order to complete the process. The abortion itself
is completed when the dead fetus has passed through the
woman’s body. This experience alone could have a tremendous
impact on a woman’s psychological health. But this is conve-
niently excluded from the discussion by those that want to
“privatize” the experience. In circumstances where expulsion
of the child is not successful, a surgical abortion is
required. The entire RU-486 process takes a lot of time
and is very painful; plus the woman needs to be near a
hospital in case complications arise. It seems Planned
Parenthood will fight against a mandatory 24-hour
waiting period before any abortion can be performed
after the woman receives counseling, but the several
days of waiting – in pain – that the woman using RU-
486 must endure before the abortion is over is some-
how justifiable. 
In a major study of women using the drug, pub-
lished in the New England Journal of Medicine, 75 out
of the 2,115 women in the study were not followed after
receiving RU-486. The fact remains that we simply do not
know if any of these 75 women had severe complications.
Additionally, what can be said about the objectivity of the data
collected about RU-486 in the United States when it is done by
Planned Parenthood in their own clinics? At best, research that would indi-
cate that the drug is “safe” is simply not available. Nonetheless, RU-486 was
rushed through the Federal Drug Administration and in keeping with the adopted tradi-
tion, American women are again being experimented upon.
RU-486 is always lethal to the developing, pre-born child and has the potential to cause
equally harmful risks to the mother. Why then is it being promoted as an “advancement”
for women, and getting the support of people who claim they are concerned about
women’s health? It seems that the only legal place to dump toxic chemicals in the United
States anymore is in a woman’s body. What a sad time this is for all women.
–Gretchen Clavey is the director of Right to Life Champaign County and a community
health education major at the University of Illinois-Champaign.
GRETCHEN CLAVEY
Guest columnist
Right to Life director says taking
abortion pill is like ingesting toxins 
Planned Parenthood president says
abortion pill is safe, offers privacy
Today’s Democrats
no longer represent
moral values of 60s
Republican chooses
Democrat who helps
district, does his job
RU-486: Is the abortion pill the solution?
The News’
Classifieds
The News’ 
The News’ Classifieds
The News’
Classifieds
W h e n  y o u r
money’s running out
and the rent is coming due...
Sell your stuff
Classifieds! They will work for you!
News’ Classifieds
Classifieds
in  The News’
JEN REEVES
Happy 19th Birthday!!!
We Love You, PUDDLES!
Laura, Ashley & Waylon
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
HALLOWEEN
PARTY
LIVE DJ
*Gift Certificates given away for Best Single &
Group Costumes
*$50 - 1st place *$25 - 2nd place *$10 - 3rd place
* Raffling off Handcrafted Pumpkins 
Thuuu rrr sss daaa y,,,   Occc tooo beee rrr   31sss t
Tuesday:
$200 12oz import bottles
Drovers in the Dungeon!!!
SPECIAL HALLOWEEN SHOW
509 Van Buren 345-2380
Corona • Dos Equis • Heineken • Bass • Guinness
Harp • Moosehead • Labatt Blue • Grolsch 
Red Stripe • St. Pauli Light and Dark
Friends&Co
SEXUAL ASSAULT IN AMERICA
KATHERINE KOESTNER
WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT & CRITICAL ISSUES
YOU SHOULD KNOW. . .
• In 62% of assaults involving multiple offenders, the rapists are under  21.
• Various studies have estimated that somewhere between 1 out of 3 and 
1 out of 5 women over the age of 12 will be forced with rape or attempted rape.
• 1 in every 4 women on campuses nation-wide have either had an a
attempted or completed attack.
• 84% of all college women knew their attackers.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29 AT 7:00 IN THE GRAND BALLROOM
ΑΣΑ:  SARAH PELZ & HEATHER LANDSAW
ΑΣΤ:  KATIE KALBLEISCH & LARA HAJEK
ΔΖ:  ALLISON LEARY & MANDY DESREMAUX
ΦΣΣ:  SALLY VAUGHN
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2GREAT DEALSFOR TUESDAY
Large 1 Topping
Medium 1 Topping
$599
$499
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Two Eastern students reported
several items were stolen from
their vehicles sometime between
Oct. 21 and Oct. 22.
Paul E. McCracken, 21, of
1710 10th St., reported that he
parked his 1994 Chevrolet
Cavalier in his driveway at 5:20
p.m. Oct. 21 and did not lock the
doors. When he returned at 9:35
a.m. the next day, he discovered
the front plate to his CD player
was laying on the seat of his car,
police reports stated.
McCracken discovered five
CD’s, a cordless drill valued at
$100 and a barn jacket valued at
$150 were missing, police
reports stated.
Michael Shackelford, 22, of
the same residence, reported that
he parked his vehicle in the
driveway at 10 p.m. Oct. 21 and
after McCracken discovered sev-
eral items were missing, Shack-
elford discovered his wallet was
missing from his car,  police
reports stated.
The police have no suspects at
this time.
In other city police news:
■ Nicole Schnekel, 22, of 1109
Fourth St., reported to police that
sometime between 9 p.m. Oct. 1
and 4 p.m. Oct. 2, someone stole
her Motorola cellular bag phone
out of her 1987 Toyota Tercel.
The phone was valued at $75,
police reports stated.
■ Richard Foster, 35, of Mat-
toon, was cited at 12:54 a.m.
Saturday in the 1100 block of
Madison Ave. with driving under
the influence of alcohol, operat-
ing an uninsured vehicle, im-
proper use of registration and
failure to wear a seat belt, police
reports stated.
Students report items stolen
from vehicles early last week
BLOTTER
Police
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Beta Alpha Psi honors accounting fraternity will
be hosting Eastern’s executive in residence at their
meeting Tuesday to teach students leadership
skills that they may not learn in class.
Linda S. Kim, principal of BZW Barclays
Global investors, will be speaking at 7 p.m. in
Lumpkin Hall Room 121 about leadership and
other skills employers look for in applicants.
Keith Fuentes, president of Beta Alpha Psi, said
because of her credentials, Kim was the best
choice as speaker for the meeting.
“The whole purpose is to better the students and
to gain the skills that are unable to be learned in
class,” Fuentes said.
Students will  also learn leadership skills
through examples of how others have made mis-
takes.
“Since she’s speaking on leadership, it’s open to
every major,” Fuentes said. “She’s speaking on
how to be a more professional individual.”
Fuentes said Kim should be well received and
students of all majors are invited to attend.
Beta Alpha Psi fraternity is a petitioning chap-
ter, and the organization will be installed next
semester as a recognized student organization,
after a three year petitioning period.
Fuentes said Kim was chosen as the executive
in residence by coming as a Beta Alpha Psi speak-
er, and when Eastern officials saw her credentials,
they right away offered her the position. 
Kim, a friend of Fuentes’ father, met Fuentes
through his father and she accepted his proposal to
have her speak at Eastern, Fuentes said.
KEENE, N.H. (AP) – Mary
Starkweather has just one ques-
tion for Bill Clinton: Will his
“bridge to the 21st century” be
wheelchair-accessible? Stark-
weather, 29, suffered a head
injury at 18, and now moves
about in an electric wheelchair.
This year she’ll do something
she’s never done before – exer-
cise her right to vote.
At a recent workshop for dis-
abled people who want to learn
more about voting, Starkweather
said it is difficult to get informa-
tion on candidates. Sometimes
she has trouble getting in the
door at campaign offices and,
once there, people seem reluctant
to talk to her, she said.
Some suggest she call for
information or read campaign lit-
erature, but Starkweather said it’s
easier for her to understand
words spoken to her face than
those said over the phone or writ-
ten down.
“From the paper to my brain it
gets lost,” she said in halting
speech.
Monadnock Developmental
Services, a nonprofit agency,
conducted the workshop, which
had seven participants. Only
about 30 agencies nationwide
conduct voting workshops for the
disabled, according to the Amer-
icans with Disabilities Vote, a
national nonprofit group in
Washington.
For most of the participants,
next month will be the first time
they cast their votes.
“This is very important for us
... having places like here to
come learn about issues that are
important to us,” said Jeannine
Snyder, 38, a workshop partici-
pant who serves on the board of
Monadnock Services.
“We want so much to be a part
of a society where we’re always
trying to fit in someplace,” she
said.
Snyder had filled out an absen-
tee ballot, but attended the work-
shop because she wanted to learn.
Disabled voters attend preparatory forum
Beta Alpha Psi hosts leadership speaker
yMarket
Consolidated
R E S P O N S E
NEED A JOB?
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL NOW
348-5250
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE
$6.00 OR MORE AN HOUR
BUT YOU ALSO WANT THOSE
YOU NEED TO CALL US! WE’VE GOT
•PAYCHECKS EVERY WEEK •
GREAT ADDITION TO ANY RESUME
• A FRIENDLY, FUN ENVIRONMENT
Spooktacular
Specials
Dine-In • Carry-out • Delivery
Dine-In • Carry-out • Delivery
1 Large - 1 Topping Pizza $8.99
Not Enough For The Gobblins?!
2 Large - 1 Topping Pizzas $15.99
Stuffed Crust - 1 Topping $8.99
Additional Toppings at Regular Menu
Price Per Pizza
(stuffed crust not included)
Additional Toppings at Regular Menu Price Per Pizza      
*Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon
per order at participating Pizza Hut ® restaurants. Not
valid in combination with any other Pizza Hut ® offer.
Coupon Expires 11-15-96
*Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per order at participating Pizza Hut ® restaurants. Not
valid in combination with any other Pizza Hut ® offer. Coupon Expires 11-15-96
105 W. Lincoln
Charleston, Il.
348-8213
Delivery 345-7711
WASHINGTON (AP) – The
Clinton administration will push
again next year to allow imports
of tuna caught by methods that
also kill some dolphins, a State
Department official said Monday.
The official, Brian Hallman,
said in an interview that the
administration made the commit-
ment last week at a meeting of
the Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission in La Jolla, Calif.
Representatives of the member
countries discussed what steps to
take since Congress did not pass
legislation that would allow tuna
imports from countries that use
fishing methods that hold down
the number of dolphins killed,
and allow the “dolphin safe”
label on the tuna.
The bill would reverse the
1988 ban on catching tuna by
chasing and encircling the dol-
phins that travel along with them,
killing some of the dolphins. The
ban allows only tuna imports that
are “dolphin safe,” meaning that
no dolphins were killed in catch-
ing the fish.
At the same meeting, Mexico
said it would suspend its partic-
ipation in a year-old international
agreement to hold down dolphin
kills, said Hallman, deputy direc-
tor of the Office of Marine
Conservation. The other countries
agreed to continue their participa-
tion for now.
The uncertain outcome of the
Nov. 5 congressional elections
makes it difficult to gauge how
the legislation might fare in 1997.
“It’s hard to make a judgment
at this point on what the pros-
pects for that would be,” Hallman
said. “And I think the Latin
American countries are fully
aware of that, too.” The House in
July approved a bill, 316-108,
that would have permitted tuna
imports once again from Belize,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Mexico, Panama and Peru, along
with the southern Pacific island
country of Vanuatu.
WASHINGTON (AP) – Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia says
there is no constitutional “right to die” – a question the high court soon
will address in deciding whether states may ban doctor-assisted sui-
cide.
Even though Scalia’s views on the right-to-die issue have been
known since 1990, experts on legal ethics suggested Monday it was
unwise for him to discuss the subject publicly while an assisted-sui-
cide case is pending at the court.
It is “absolutely plain that there is no right to die,” Scalia said Oct.
18 at Catholic University’s School of Philosophy. “There were laws
against suicide” when the Constitution was drafted, he noted.
The high court agreed earlier this month to decide whether doctors
can be barred from prescribing life-ending drugs for terminally ill
patients who no longer want to live.
Most states forbid doctor-assisted suicide, but lower courts have
struck down such bans imposed by New York and Washington state.
Scalia, one of the court’s most conservative justices, did not men-
tion the assisted suicide issue, according to a transcript of his speech.
Legal ethics expert Geoffrey Hazard, a University of Pennsylvania
law professor, said he thought the justice’s statement was “very poor
form.” For those with a case coming before the court, “I think they
would feel that his mind is closed to them and that is an unfortunate
feeling to have when you’re going before the court,” Hazard said.
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) –
Mary Ann Turner thought she was
going into the hospital for simple
surgery to repair damage from the
birth of her third baby.
Instead, she claims in a lawsuit,
surgeons mutilated her genitals at
the instigation of her anesthesiolo-
gist husband, who was present dur-
ing the procedure 24 years ago and
treated his wife afterward.
“He told them she had some
sexual problems and this would fix
it,” said Turner’s lawyer, Richard
Ducote.
The lawsuit against Alan
Ostrowe, her ex-husband, goes to
trial Tuesday after eight years in
the courts. It has divided the cou-
ple’s four children – two of their
sons side with their father while
the eldest son, Michael Con-
stantine, and their daughter back
Turner.
Turner, now 56, claims Ostrowe
persuaded the two surgeons to per-
form a female circumcision, re-
moving the clitoral hood, while she
was sedated.
Her lawsuit doesn’t offer a
motive for Ostrowe’s alleged
actions, but Constantine says he
knows why it happened.
“This was done out of a sadistic
need to have control over my
mother’s sexuality in order to com-
pensate for his sexual inadequa-
cies,” he said.
Ostrowe did not immediately
return phone messages left at his
home and office.
His lawyer said Turner knew
what was happening and chose to
sue only after a dispute over child
custody and alimony following
their 1983 divorce.
“This lady 24 years ago made
the decision to have a surgical pro-
cedure,” said Karl Koch, one of
Ostrowe’s attorneys. “It was her
decision. She discussed it with her
doctor.
“That procedure was somewhat
in vogue in some circles back then
and she went and had the surgical
procedure done.” He said Turner
waited to sue until the surgeon who
performed the procedure had died.
Clinton ignores
dolphin safety
Courts to address 
euthanasia issue
Woman files lawsuit
for genital mutilation
NEED CASH? WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
CHRISTMAS IS COMING AVON
HAS LOTS OF GIFTABLES. Earn
extra money now. 345-4197.
______________________10/31
KOKOMO JOE’S-Seafood,
steaks and ribs. Opening Nov.
1996 now accepting applications
for all positions. 8am-4pm Mon-
Fri. 516 Piatt Ave., Mattoon.
______________________11/14
IF I CAN SHOW YOU A WAY TO
TURN $100 INTO $1000 A
MONTH OR MORE, AND ELIMI-
NATE YOUR LONG-DISTANCE
PHONE BILL, would you be inter-
ested? Call me! 345-7413, 1-800-
412-9004.
______________________10/30
ACT NOW We need 300 people
by November 1st and we are will-
ing to pay!  Flexible hours, Great
pay, Bonus Incentives, State of
the art Work environment.  There
has never been a better time to
join the Number One Staffing
Service in Central Illinois.  Sign
up today!  Why not work for the
best?  Call 345-1303
______________________ 11/1
MONEY TALKS...BUT WE NEED
TO SUPPLY THE VOICE.  Great
starting salary.  Outstanding
bonus potential.  Top firm.
Flexable hours.  Call today for
details.  345-1303
______________________11/1
NOW HIRING AT SHIMERZ
GLASS AND MIRROR.
Dependable persons with carpen-
try experience preferred.  F/T
days.  Apply at 2023 Western,
Mattoon,IL.
______________________10/29
*****CONSOLIDATED MARKET
RESPONSE: GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE. TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPOR-
TUNITY TO GAIN VALUABLE
MARKETING EXPERIENCE-A
GREAT ADDITION TO ANY
RESUME! CMR IS HIRING
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
FOR OUR DAY AND EVENING
SHIFTS. ENJOY BENEFITS OF
WORKING FOR ONE OF THE
PREMIER EMPLOYERS IN
COLES CO., INCLUDING *
$6.00/HR AFTER TRAINING *
EXPOSURE TO THE MARKET-
ING STRATEGIES OF FOR-
TUNE 500 COMPANIES * FLEXI-
BLE HOURS * WEEKLY PAY-
CHECKS* A PROFESSIONAL,
RELAXED WORKING ENVIRON-
MENT * OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ADVANCEMENT AS OUR
ORGANIZATION CONTINUES
TO GROW. CALL US FOR
DETAILS!! 348-5250 “AN
EOE/AA EMPLOYER M/F/V/D”
*****
_______________________11/1
HELP WANTED:  WAITRESS,
BARTENDER, BANQUET
STAFF.  Apply in person. Stix.
_______________________11/4
LOVE, LAUGHTER, AND MUSIC
describe our old Victorian home.
We’ve been married for 9 years,
and everyday dream of sharing
our lives with a child.  Please help
our dream come true with your
baby.  Call us, Mary or Roger
anytime.  1-800-484-9445 Code
9197.
_______________________11/1
SENIOR FEMALE SEEKS
ROOMMATE(S) for Spring 96 in
University Court.  Interested
please call 581-8111.
______________________ 11/1
NEEDED 3 PEOPLE for Spring
Semester. 3 bedroom apartment
at the Atrium with indoor pool.
345-6198
______________________10/28
NEEDED:2-3 PEOPLE Spring
Semester. 3 bedroom house free
parking, w/d. $185 per person.
348-5267
______________________10/28
NICE MOBILE HOME suitable for
one or couple. Available Dec. 15
$250, water and trash included.
Phone 348-1341
_______________________11/5
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER.  Close to
campus.  Low rent.  Call Jamie or
Joy at 348-1745
______________________10/31
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Spring `97.  House Harrison
Street. Own large bedroom
$175/month. Call Kendall at 345-
1603.
______________________10/29
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING
SEMESTER ‘97. Close to cam-
pus-Own Room $145/month. Call
348-0725
______________________10/31
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
SPRING SEMESTER! Low utili-
ties. $152.50/month. Right across
from campus. Call 345-3964.
______________________10/30
MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY AND FOR
SPRING ‘97. Great location. Only
$131/month. Call 345-5283.
______________________11/14
SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDI-
ATELY AND\OR FOR SPRING
‘97.  $165/mo.  No deposit
required.  Call 348-8275.
_______________________11/4
AVAILABLE SPRING
SEMESTER 2 bdrm duplex, trash
paid, no pets. 2007 S. 11th St.
$450 mo. 345-1067 or 348-7746
_______________________11/4
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female non-
smoker to share a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9
AVAILABLE SPRING
SEMESTER 2 bdrm house, par-
tially furnished, trash paid, no
pets. 1921 9th st. $450 mo. 348-
1067 or 348-7746
~______________________11/1
2 GUYS NEED ROOMMATE for
3 bedroom house for spring
semester. $180 each. Call 345-
4677.
_______________________11/1
1985 GRAND AM. 65,000
MILES, RUNS GOOD.
$1800/OBO. Call 345-6806 after
4:30 p.m.
_______________________11/1
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS GRAPH-
IC CALCULATOR TI-85.
$75/OBO Call Lori 581-2463
______________________10/28
BUY MY BASS! Ibancz Roadster
II Very 80’s. Very Swank. $200
OBO. BRAD 348-1192
_______________________11/1
LOST AND FOUND: A
WOMAN’S AND A MAN’S
WATCH. Identify at the Daily
Eastern News.
______________________10/31
LOST: MAN’S WEDDING RING.
Gold band with four diamonds.
Sentimental.  Reward if returned.
Call 234-6642.
______________________10/31
TUESDAY OCT. 29, Live at Ted’s
Warehouse: Muri Mustapha
Presents: Halloween Reggae
Bash Featuring Aswah Greggori
and the Enforcers. 9:00 pm-1:00
am $5 Admission an Uprising
Production.
______________________10/29
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435
_______________________12/9
COSTUME RENTAL-HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES!  GRAND BALL, 609
SIXTH.
______________________10/31
FREE FOOD AND BEVERAGES
WEDNESDAY 9-4 AT COPY
EXPRESS
_____________________ 10/30
OCT 30, 12-4 CRAFT DEPOT
DAY BUY MERCHANDISE CAN-
DLES, T-SHIRTS, PADDLES.
GRAND BALLROOM UNION
FREE FOOD
______________________10/29
ARE YOU TIRED of a messy
house? No time for good food?
Mature, Responsible, Honest
Woman wil l  cook, clean, and
wash for you. Reasonable Rates!
ph. 234-2182
______________________10/30
ONLY SANTA SHOULD BE FAT
AT CHRISTMAS TIME! Want to
lose 20 lbs. by the holidays? Call
235-1079.
_______________________11/8
NRHH MEMBERS: meeting
tonight in Kansas room 6 p.m.
______________________10/29
25% OFF ON CASH PURCHAS-
ES WEDNESDAY AT COPY
EXPRESS!
______________________10/30
IT’S FRIGHT NIGHT AT SIG EP
HOUSE!! Dare to survive scariest
haunted house in town!! October
31st. Children 5:30-7:30-$1;
Adults 8:30-10:30-$2; Sigma Phi
Epsilon house. (Red brick house
just north of Greek Court 2103
12th st.)
______________________10/30
LAURA ELSNER OF DELTA
ZETA:  Congrats on entering I-
week.  You will make an awe-
some active.  DZ love and mine,
Sharon.
______________________10/29
LINDSAY REED OF DELTA
ZETA:  Congrats on entering I-
week.  You will make a great
active.  DZ love and mine,
Theresa.
______________________10/29
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION-
RELATED MAJORS: IEA-SEA
sponsored workshop on class-
room motivational techniques
using the internet in science
lessons.  Tonight in Lumpkin 017
6:30-8:30 p.m. 
______________________10/29
STU’S HALLOWEEN BASH,
THURS 31ST.  Get there early:
avoid the line: costume contest:
many prizes including cash!
______________________10/31
HEATHER NOVAK OF TRI-
SIGMA Congrats on getting lava-
l iered to Brad Schroeder of
Sigma Chi. Sigma Love, and
mime, Denise
______________________10/29
MONICA AND MIKE/BOBO, I
had a great time on Thursday!
Thanks for everything! Love Sue-
”The Machine”
______________________10/29
ALPHA KAPPA PLEDGE CLASS
OF AST: Congratulations on
entering I-week! You’re almost
there! Love the actives
______________________10/29
CHRISTA AND BRIAN- I had so
much fun Thursday night! You
guys are the greatest parents!
Love your kid, Megan
______________________10/29
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AND
CRAFTS AT HOME!! GREAT
WEEKLY INCOME!! For valuable
free information package, send
self addressed stamped envelope
to: NATHAN WITSMAN/1815
DOUGLAS DR./CHARLESTON,
IL 61920
______________________10/31
TO THE WOMEN OF ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA: Thank you for
letting us participate in you Side-
out Event! The Men of SIGMA
NU
______________________10/29
CRAZY SPOON ARM GIRL,
GOOD LUCK THIS WEEK, LOVE
YOUR BIG SIS CAT
______________________10/29
TIFFANNIE BOSLEY OF DZ
GOOD LUCK THIS WEEK, your
mommy loves you. Love Cat
______________________10/29
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JEN CAL-
LOWAY!!! Love ya, Sue
______________________10/29
JILL MARTIN OF AST-You are
the best! Let’s go out soon. Love
your little sis, Amy
______________________10/29
BOB OF SIG EP AND KATHY OF
AST-Thanks for such a great
night Thursday. I had so much
fun. Let’s plan more family nights
soon! Love-your kiddo!
______________________10/29
SUE REMEDI OF AST: Congrats
on entering I-week! It will be over
before you know it! Thanks for
being such a fun kid-Tau love,
Mom
______________________10/29
KAREN GILDEMEISTER OF
AST: Have fun during I-week!
Thanks 4 the candy. Tau Love,
Big Sis
______________________10/29
UB HOMECOMING last general meeting for all co-chairs. Everyone
please attend 
ARTS AND HUMANITIES STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD council
meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in Coleman Hall 228.  All RSO representa-
tives please attend this informational meeting.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL service committee meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in Greek Court Common Area.
BGC PR meeting today in Taylor Hall.
PHI SIGMA PI weekly meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Effingham
Room-MLK Union.  Attendance/Attendance/Attendance.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Tuesday Night Thing tonight at 6 p.m. in
the Shelbyville Room-MLK Union.  Call Paula at 345-9497 if you need
a ride.
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Carmen Hall.
“Moving On” This is also half off membership day, so come on out.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Martinsville Room-MLK Union.  Everyone is welcome.
THE COUNSELING CENTER “Disability Etiquette” life skills seminar
at 12 noon in the Effingham Room-MLK Union. Pick up some cool tips
if you would like to get to know a person with a disability (PWD) better.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Heritage Room-MLK Union.  Everyone welcome.
E.A.R.T.H. CLUB meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall room
121.
S.A.M.(SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT) meet-
ing tonight at 6 p.m. in LH 027.  Rob Flach, Human Resources
Manager for Pepsico will be our guest speaker.
TAYLOR AND CO meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Taylor Hall lobby.
APO fellowship meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the office.
APO membership meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the office.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Greenup Room-MLK Union.  All are welcome to attend.  T-shirt money
is due.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP chapter prayer
tonight at 9 p.m. in the Kansas Room-MLK Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and
Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER mass will be held at noon today at the
Newman Catholic Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
Classified Ad Form
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TO THE FABULOUS 5 OF
DELTA TAU DELTA.
Congratulations on winning side
out with the Alphas. We talked
smack and you had our back.
You guys are great. Love your
coaches Missy, Erica, and Jen.
______________________10/29
MELISSA LAMBERT OF ALPHA
PHI-Congrats on Activation! We
are so proud of you! Love Kirsten
& Tim.
______________________10/29
PHI SIGMA SIGMA Wishes Good
Luck to all those in the 1st annual
Paintball Tournament.
______________________10/29
KIRSTEN ANDERSON OF
DELTA ZETA: Good luck this
week. Your mom is proud of you.
Love Dyan
______________________10/29
JACKIE WILSON AND KRISTY
LOVEALL OF DELTA ZETA.
Good luck with everything this
week. I’m very proud of you guys.
Love, Kerry
______________________10/29
MELISSA FUNK OF DELTA
ZETA. Good luck with everything
this week. Your mom is proud of
you. Love, Courtney
______________________10/29
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ERIN HAN-
LEY OF AGD! I’m proud you’re
my kiddo. Have a great day.
Alpha Gam love & mine, Julie
______________________10/29
BOB LA ROSSA OF SIGMA PI:
Get ready for Mom’s night!
______________________10/29
Advertise in the Classif ied
Section of the News
_____________________HA-00
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PINCKNEYVILLE (AP) –
Gov. Jim Edgar announced an
agreement Monday intended to
preserve wildlife habitat in 6,500
acres of land a Southern Illinois
coal company is opening to pub-
lic use.
The pact with subsidiaries of
Archer Mineral Corp. allows the
state Department of Natural
Resources to control fish and
wildlife at Arch’s Sato Field in
Jackson County and East Conant
Field in Perry County.
The state agency also will con-
trol public hunting and fishing
activities in the areas. Officials
expect hunting programs to begin
as early as next spring.
“This agreement represents a
win-win situation for outdoor
enthusiasts because they will
have access to the property for
various forms of outdoor recre-
ation,” Natural Resources
Director Brent Manning said.
“That means increased tourism
opportunities for Southern
Illinois.”
Edgar said the agreement
demonstrates the public benefits
that can be achieved through pub-
lic-private partnerships.
Edgar to save wildlife
ROLLING MEADOWS (AP) – Prosecutors and defense attorneys rest-
ed their cases Monday in the trial of a man charged with first-degree mur-
der in the stabbing death of his boss.
Closing arguments are scheduled to begin today in the trial of Neal K.
Allen, a former executive at Square D Co., a Palatine-based manufacturer
of electrical components.
Allen, 48, of Sheboygan, Wis., is accused of stabbing John Ebeling, 51,
more than 30 times during a business meeting at Ebeling’s home on April
11, 1994.
Ebeling had supervised Allen, who worked as manager of international
purchasing for Square D.
Defense attorneys have contended Allen acted in self-defense and said
relations between the colleagues soured after a French conglomerate
bought Square D in 1994.
Allen’s attorneys have contended Ebeling became enraged and attacked
Allen after learning Allen had told the new owners about problems and
alleged improprieties in a travel contract Ebeling was negotiating. 
Boss killer trial ends
WAUKEGAN (AP) – Mitch
Olsen looks to the sky, which is
suddenly rumbling with noise. He
looks puzzled.
“Airplane,” his mother tells
him. He grins.
It’s another extraordinary sen-
sation for 3-year-old Mitch. Not
so long ago, the sound of an air-
plane, a car or his mother’s voice,
for that matter, was foreign to
him. Mitch was born eight weeks
premature. To combat a life-
threatening infection, doctors
gave him an antibiotic that can
cause deafness.
When Mitch was 11 weeks old,
his parents, Mary and Dean
Olsen, learned their child was
deaf. The Olsens learned there
might be a chance for Mitch to
improve his hearing loss from
profound to mild.
Just after his second birthday,
Mitch underwent six hours of
surgery during which doctors
implanted a small electronic
device under the skin behind his
ear. The device, called a cochlear
implant, works with an external
speech processor about the size of
a deck of cards.
“You could tell right away (it
was working),” Mary Olsen said.
Child overcomes deafness
MOSCOW (AP) – A high-pres-
sure steam line ruptured aboard a
Russian nuclear missile cruiser in
the Baltic Sea, killing one crew-
man and injuring several others,
news agencies reported Monday.
The accident took place Friday
aboard the cruiser Pyotr Veliky
during sea trials, the Baltic Fleet
press service said, according to
the Interfax and ITAR-Tass news
agencies.
The ITAR-Tass news agency
said officials suspect the metal
pipe, which was installed in 1989,
was weakened by age. It also said
the cruiser was not carrying
weapons at the time.
Both reports said the rupture in
the line did not affect the ship’s
nuclear plant, and an investigation
is under way.
Crewman killed by steam pressure 
CANBERRA, Australia (AP) – Parliament
declined to take action Monday against a territorial
law permitting medically assisted suicide, letting the
world’s most permissive euthanasia legislation
remain in force.
Federal legislators are deciding whether to pass a
bill invalidating the Northern Territory law, which
took effect July 1.
On Monday, they decided to sidestep the issue,
referring it to a parliamentary committee.
That is likely to leave the Northern Territory’s law
permitting euthanasia in force into next year.
“Euthanasia legislation sends a powerful message
to the Australian community, that the vulnerable are
expendable and not valued,” said Kevin Andrews,
sponsor of the federal bill.
One man suffering from terminal cancer, Bob
Dent, met the law’s strict provisions and ended his
life by lethal injection on Sept. 22.
In addition to opposition in Parliament, the law
faces other hurdles. Aborigines, who view euthana-
sia as witchcraft, and the Australian Medical
Association have asked the nation’s High Court to
overrule it.
In the United States, a federal court blocked a
voluntary euthanasia law from taking effect in
Oregon despite its approval in a 1995 referendum.
Similar measures were defeated in Washington in
1991 and California in 1992.
In the Netherlands, euthanasia is technically ille-
gal, but doctors who follow certain guidelines are
not prosecuted for assisting patients commit suicide.
Euthanasia law remains in force
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) – The leftist
Sandinista party claimed victory Monday in the race
for mayor of Managua, even though partial returns
announced by election officials show a conservative
rival is winning.
Sandinista candidate Carlos Guadamuz’s defiant
declaration signaled more conflict over the results of
the Oct. 20 elections.
The Sandinistas already have contested initial results
of the presidential vote, which show a decisive first-
round victory by the Liberal Alliance candidate,
Arnoldo Aleman, with more than 90 percent of
precincts counted.
Partial returns released Monday in the mayoral race
show the Liberal Alliance candidate, Roberto Cedeno,
ahead with 36.7 percent of the vote, compared to 32.6
percent for Guadamuz.
Guadamuz issued a statement on a Sandinista radio
program calling for his supporters to protest the results.
Officials have promised a recount in the presidential
race to placate supporters of Sandinista candidate
Daniel Ortega.
Nicaragua debates election results
BRAZZAVILLE, Congo (AP) –
Three more people have died of
the Ebola virus in the West
African nation of Gabon, raising
the death toll in the latest out-
break to 14, health officials said
Monday.
The regional headquarters of
the U.N. World Health
Organizat ion in neighboring
Brazzaville said the number of
Ebola cases in the town of Boue,
about 170 miles east of the capital
Libreville, has reached 24.
An additional 86 people who
came in contact with the original
victims were under observation.
The f irst  vict im was a forest
worker who died Aug. 23.
WHO officials said the out-
break is under control.
“There are two or three new
cases under treatment and they are
children. That is a good sign,”
said Philippe Stroot, a spokesman
at WHO headquarters in Geneva.
“Among children fever is very
frequent and it could be that they
don’t actually have Ebola.”
“We feel that the situation is
under control now,” he added.”A
third of those who were sick have
recovered.”
Ebola virus kills three more people
Advertise.
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Eastern’s men’s and women’s
swimming and diving teams
took second place at  the
University of Northern Iowa
relays this past weekend.
“We had two hard weeks of
practice and I feel we swam a
little sluggish, which is okay
because we’re pointing toward
our home invitational in two
weeks,” head coach Ray
Padovan said. 
“We’re going to have another
hard week of practice, and then
we’re going to slow up the next
week in preparation for the invi-
tational.”
The match was won by host
Northern Iowa which had 300
points. Eastern, which had 256
points, edged out Truman State
University for second place.
Truman State finished with 252
points.
St .  Louis Universi ty took
fourth place with 147 points
while Bradley University took
fifth place with 126 points.
“Our competition was really
good,” Padovan said. 
“Last year we were edged out
for first place, and this year we
weren’t really in the running for
first,” Padovan said. 
“We were lucky to get sec-
ond. This year, the teams in the
invitational were a lot more bal-
anced.”
The 4 x 200 freestyle relay
team of Amber Auri t ,  Matt
Lotito, Andrea Peters and Doug
Habben took first place in the
event with a time of 7:44.26. 
The 4 x 100 IM relay team of
Tanya Rahn, Patrick Johnson,
Peters and Habben also took
first  place with a t ime of
4:04.71.
The 4 x 100 backstroke relay
team of NelliRose Farella, Dan
Moore, Shelley Uttersee and
Johnson took second place with
a time of 3:58.63.
Padovan said the team did
very well ,  considering their
numbers.
“We didn’t take any extra
people on this trip because it
was a long tr ip and they
wouldn’t have swam in many
events,” Padovan said. 
“A couple of the relays might
have been stronger if  we
brought extra people, but the
extra people would have only
got  to swim in a couple of
events.”
Padovan said the key to
remaining successful is to con-
tinue to work hard in practice.
“We just need to maintain our
work ethic and not worry about
one weekend,” Padovan said.
“Right now we are pretty happy
about our performance.”
Eastern will next take travel
to the University of Evansville
for  a  meet  at  6 p.m. Friday.
After that, the Panthers will host
the EIU Invite on Nov. 8-9. 
Swimmers finish second 
finish in the top three. The women also setting
their sights on a top three finish and McInerney
has just about conceded first place to Eastern
Kentucky, who is the defending OVC champions.
He also added Eastern Kentucky has been a
dominant force, and many runners have returned
from last year’s team.
Throughout the year the men have had experi-
ence and leadership on their side in the likes of
Weiss,  Todd Moroney,  and Rick Walden.
McInerney said Walden has had his best cross
country season ever.
The women’s team has been almost the com-
plete opposite,  in terms of experience with
Conrad, a junior, and sophomore Sue Langer lead-
ing the way.
McInerney said senior Carrie Dunker has been
the main senior and has also done a nice job for
the team.
Freshmen Heidi Fossum, JoAnne Trevino, and
Marci Bozer have been able to make the transition
to college well ,  and have been vi tal  to the
women’s success, according to McInerney.
McInerney is impressed with Fossum being
able to make the impact she has this year, seeing
as how she is a freshmen, and never ran cross
country before in her life. In high school, she was
on both the volleyball and track teams.
“The women are a younger group and there
have been a few more pleasant surprises (than
with the men),” McInerney said. “The young kids
are learning the ropes and the women’s team is
trying to find themselves.
CONFERENCE from page 12
The young kids are learning the
ropes and the women’s team is
trying to find themselves.”
––John McInerney
head cross country coach 
“
rosters of both of these teams.
Morehead is returning one
starter from last year’s team in
senior guard Doug Wyciskalla.
Morehead was also supposed to
be returning Mike Scrogham –
its top three-point threat – but
he decided to transfer in the off-
season.
Gee, I wonder why. I mean, if
I was a college basketball play-
er,  I  would have transferred
from a school that has a syn-
onym for noggin in its name.
Making up the rest  of
Morehead’s roster are seven
other returning players and five
newcomers.
The five returning players
combined for a scoring average
of 1.9 points per game last sea-
son,  meaning these players’
grade point averages are higher
than their scoring averages.
Eastern is returning five play-
ers with junior forward Rick
Kaye coming in as the Panthers’
top returning scorer after aver-
aging 12.1 points per game last
year. 
However, Eastern did lose
three of their top four scorers
and will have seven newcomers
on this year’s team. 
At the same time, though, the
scoring average of Eastern’s
returning players is not much
better than Morehead’s, as these
players have an average of four
points per game. 
Still, by comparing Eastern’s
and Morehead’s basketball
teams, I think it is safe to say
that  Eastern is  not  going to
replace Morehead as the cellar
dweller of the OVC. 
And to say the least, whatever
college basketball expert picked
Morehead to finish above the
Panthers was a couple of yards
short of a first down.
LESTER from page 12
13-5 career record against
them.
However, Ralston does not
think that playing them so
much is an advantage.
“They have made several
coaching changes and with
every new coach comes a new
philosophy,” she said.
Harper said if  the team
keeps playing like they are,
they will have a good chance
of winning.
“I really don’t know much
about Indiana State, but if we
play like we did this weekend
and cut back on our errors, we
should win,” she said.
Even though it is a non-confer-
ence game, Harper said the team
should not have any trouble getting
up for it because the teams have a
little rivalry going since the schools
are within an hour of each other.
Senior Vanessa Wells was named
OVC co-player of the week along
with Lauren Mackey from Austin
Peay.
After the non-conference show-
down with Indiana State,  the
Panthers will travel to Tennesse
Tech on Friday night before facing
Middle Tennessee on Saturday on
the road. 
SPIKERS from page 12
TEAM                                 Conf.     Overall
Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State
12-0
8-4
9-4
7-4
6-5
4-7
4-7
4-7
2-9
1-9
17-6
18-8
13-13
8-15
14-13
10-11
9-12
8-14
7-16
2-17
1996 OVC STANDINGS
VOLLEYBALL
Games through Oct. 16
Northern Iowa
takes first place 
at relay meet
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DRAFTS
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9:00-11:00
$150AMARRETTOMixers
Celebrate Halloween a day early with 
Copy Express on Wednesday.  Enjoy free
food and beverages from 9-4 and a 
25% discount on all cash purchases.
Located next to the Martin Luther King Jr. Union walkway
“What can Copy
Express do for me?”
-Binding
-Copies
-Certificates
-Fax sevices
-Laser printing
-Resumes
-Transparencies
-FREE MACINTOSH USE
for more information call 581-3820
UB Human Potential Committee Presents
Dave Pallone
Behind The Mask:
My Double Life in
Baseball
•Dave Pallone shares from behing the
scenes in baseball as well as his coming com-
ing to terms with his sexual orientation
Wednesday, October
30, 8p.m MLK Union
Grand Ballroom
$1.00 Students w/ I.D
$3.00 General Public
•18 yrs. National League professional umpire
•3rd youngest umpire in baseball history at 
age 26
•Has umpired 50th Anniversary All Star Game
at Comisky Park
•Author of New Book “Outcry”
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
TONIGHT LIVE AT TED’S MURI
MUSTAPHA PRESENTS
HALLOWEEN REGGAE BAND
FEATURING
ASWAH GREGGORI
&   
THE ENFORCERS
9pm - 1am
$300 Students $500 public
an Uprising Production
$300 jamaican jug chicken
$500 meal
Eastern junior  goalkeepr
Brian Hecht has recently left the
team.
Hecht stated the reasons for
his sabbatical were both academ-
ic and personal. 
He declined the opportunity to
cite specific reasons.
However, he did leave the
door open for a possible return.
“It’s not altogether certain that
I’m off the team,” he said. “I’m
leaving an open mind as to
whether I’ll practice with the
team this spring or play next
year.”
Hecht played in four matches
this year, starting three. 
He recorded 25 saves and was
only scored on 10 times.
His goals against average was
2.77.
Eastern head coach Tim
McClements also declined to go
into the reasons for  Hecht’s
leave, commenting only on his
academic schedule.
With Hecht’s departure the
mantle of backup falls to junior
keeper Carlos Pinto.
Panthers return to their den:
Following this Friday’s game
with Southwest Missouri State,
the Panthers will close out the
1996 season with three games on
the Lakeside Field pitch. 
The Panthers, currently 7-8,
are 3-1 at home.
Better off than last year: 
Last season the Panthers fin-
ished at 5-12 on the season in
the Mid-Continent Conference.
This year, the Panthers have all
ready won seven games.
Creighton Back On Top:
With a 2-1 win over
Evansvil le  the Creighton
Bluejays regained the top spot in
the Missouri Valley Conference.
Creighton has a conference
record of 2-0, and an overall
record of 11-3-1. 
The Bluejays are tied with
Connecticut for No. 18 in the
nation.
Keeping the net clear:
Eastern goalkeeper Brian
Ritschel enters the week second
in the MVC in saves. 
Ritschel has stopped 58 shots,
and is currently 26 shy of con-
ference leader Matt Marden of
Bradley.
A Bluejay’s Big Day:
In a pregame ceremony before
Sunday’s game against
Southwest  Missouri  State,
Creighton junior forward Johnny
Torres was honored by his team-
mates,  who gave him an
American Flag and a plaque. 
These gifts were bestowed
upon Torres because he received
his U.S. citizenship on Oct. 17. 
Torres was also given a
proclamation from the Omaha
City council declaring Sunday
“Johnny Torres Day.” 
Torres is the MVC leader in
both scoring and goals.
Not In My House:
Having started 16 matches
this year, Evansville goalkeeper
Mike LaBerge leads the MVC
with seven shutouts. 
The seventh, which put him
over the top, came against Drake
on Sunday.
Action from around the
league:
Two pairs of MVC teams went
head to head on Friday. 
Creighton,  No.  18 in the
nation,  took on the Aces of
Evansville, with the top spot in
the MVC on the line. 
The Bluejays came away with
a 2-1 win.
Southwest Missouri State also
visited Drake, and the Bulldogs
stayed in the doghouse of the
MVC after getting beaten by the
Bears, 3-1 in overtime.
On Sunday,  the Bradley
Braves went to Evanston to face
the Wildcats of Northwestern. 
The game was tied 1-1 at the
end of  regulat ion before the
Braves pulled away to a 4-1
overtime victory.
Creighton continued its win-
ning ways by dropping the
Bears, 6-2. 
Drake sank to 0-2 in the con-
ference after  the Aces of
Evansville dealt them its second
loss of the weekend
– compiled by Andrew Granger
Hecht takes leave of absence 
for this Saturday’s game.
In the seven games this season, Brown has
recorded 30 tackles and one quarterback sack. 
In Saturday’s 35-27 win over Tennessee Tech,
Brown had three tackles. 
As for Watson, he also has 30 tackles on the sea-
son, including two sacks. 
Watson has also returned 22 kickoffs this season
for 566 yards while returning 14 punts for 163
yards.
Watson is currently seventh on the team in tack-
les and Brown is eighth.
While the team was hit with several injuries,
Spoo said injuries are part of the game, adding that
he is confident the team will pull together during
this time.
“There is absolutely no doubt about it that we
will play together as a team,” Spoo said. 
“Injuries are going to happen because it’s part
of the game, and this will just give other players a
chance to step up and perform.” 
And Panther defensive coordinator John Smith
was pleased with the way some of the backup
players played in Saturday’s game despite the
injuries.
“With the injuries, we had to go out and use
backups,” Smith said after Saturday’s game. “The
backups were able to do their job and that is a key
to winning.”
With four weeks left in the regular season and
the Panthers still in the playoff hunt, Spoo said the
injuries are just another obstacle his team will
have to overcome.
“We have to be a tight group the rest of the way
and I believe we will be,” Spoo said. “We just
have to continue to eliminate mistakes and play as
a team.”
The Panthers will have three games left in the
season after this Saturday’s game against Austin
Peay State University. Austin Peay is currently 0-8
on the year. 
INJURIES from page 12
Sports Network
Division I-AA Poll
The top 25 teams in the Sports Network
Division I-AA football poll, with first place
votes in parenthesis, records through
Oct. 28 and previous ranking.
Marshall (68)
Montana (22)
Northern Iowa
Troy State
Murray State*
Delaware
Southwest Missouri  
Northern Arizona
E. Tennessee State
Jackson State
Stephen F. Austin 
Florida A&M
Western Illinois
Furman
William & Mary
Villinova
Eastern Illinois*
James Madison
Eastern Washington
New Hampshire
Youngstown State
Northwestern State
Indiana State
Columbia
Southern University
8-0
7-0
7-1
7-1
6-1
7-1
6-2
7-2
7-1
6-1
5-2
6-2
7-1
6-2
6-2
6-2
5-2
6-2
6-2
5-2
6-2
4-3
6-3
6-0
5-2
1
2
3
4
5
7
9
6
14
11
12
13
15
8
16
17
18
10
22
24
--
19
21
--
--
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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OK, the start of the college
basketball season is so close
you can almost smell the pop-
corn aroma in the gym, and that
means al l  of  the preseason
hoops magazines are flooded
with predictions of which teams
are going to finish where and
why.
This also means the Panther
men’s basketball team will be
playing its first season in the
Ohio Valley Conference – a
conference that will make the
“we have teams from all over
the country” Mid-Continent
Conference look like the minor
leagues.
So where in the OVC have
the college basketball experts
picked the Panthers to finish?
Try somewhere between last
place (tenth) and Indiana. At
least this is where the Panthers
are picked to finish according to
Dick Vitale’s College basketball
magazine.
Now having the knowledge
that the Panthers were not quite
what I would call a force in the
Mid-Con last season, I did not
expect Eastern to be hovering
anywhere near the top of the
OVC this season. 
Had someone actually pre-
dicted Eastern to be one of the
OVC’s prime t ime teams,  I
would have to say that this per-
son was smoking something
other than a cigarette.
However, there is something
that is bugging me about where
Vitale’s  magazine has the
Panthers finishing, and that is
Morehead State, of all teams, is
predicted to finish above the
Panthers in the OVC.
To put this in perspective for
you, slating Morehead to finish
above Eastern is like picking
the University of Illinois foot-
ball team to win the Big Ten
Championship.
In other words, it’s not going
to happen.
Last year, Morehead State
finished with a 7-20 overall
mark after losing its final 10
games of the season. Eastern on
the other hand, finished with a
13-15 mark overall. True, this
record is not something to brag
about, but at least the Panthers
can say they didn’t finish the
season with a 10-game tumble.
In conference act ion,
Morehead managed to only win
two games while dropping 14 of
them. Eastern ended up break-
ing even in conference play, as
it finished with a 9-9 record. 
I’m no college basketball
expert, but I think nine wins is
better than two wins.
Enough of the records,
though, let’s take a look at the
Morehead above
Eastern -not this
basketball season
Brian Lester
Sports editor
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Eastern volleyball team
will be looking to cut down the
Sycamores of Indiana State at 7
p.m. tonight in Terre Haute.
“We are going to use this
match to solidify a few posi-
tions,” head coach Betty Ralston
said. “We have had some people
that haven’t got that much play-
ing time so they are going to be
used in short time roles such as
to serve or play the back row for
a couple of rotations.”
The Sycamores (11-15) are
coming off a five-game victory
on Saturday over Southern
Illinois University.
They are led into the match
by senior outside hitter Tishara
Jeepersen who has a team-lead-
ing 401 kills. She also leads the
team with a .219 hitting percent-
age and 46 service aces.
Junior middle blocker Karis
Keeran is second on the team
with 242 kills. She is also third
on the team with 186 digs and
has a 2.11 digs per game aver-
age.
This match will also allow
Keeran to meet up with an old
high school teammate. Eastern
junior setter Kara Harper and
Keeran were teammates for four
years at  Colchester  High
School.
“I like playing against her,”
Harper said. “We always used to
compete for  things in high
school and I like beating her.”
Indiana State is led in blocks
by 6 foot  1 inch sophomore
middle blocker Carolyn O’Brien
who has a team-leading 19 solo
blocks and 87 block assists.
This looks like a very even
match on paper.  Team wise,
Indiana State has 1,403 kills,
1,143 assists, 235 service aces,
1,387 digs and 62 solo blocks.
Eastern has 1,404 kills, 1,243
assists, 172 service aces, 1,803
digs and 65 solo blocks.
Ralston said blocking, along
with serving,  are the strong
points to the Sycamores game.
“They are a very big blocking
team and they are tough
servers,” she said. 
“This match will give us good
practice for  this  coming up
weekend.”
Eastern has had a lot of luck
Spikers go for third straight tonight   
IBE MAYASUKI/Staff photographer
Junior middle hitter Lori  Sommer goes up for a spike in the victory over Murray State on Friday night. The
Panthers go for their third straight victory at 7 p.m. when they face the Sycamores of Indiana State in Terre
Haute, Ind. tonight. 
See SPIKERS page 10
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
With the exception of a few
minor injuries, the Panther foot-
ball team (5-2 overall, 3-1 in the
Ohio Valley Conference) has
been relatively healthy this sea-
son.
In Saturday’s 35-27 win over
Tennessee Tech, this situation
changed, as the Panthers were
hit with injuries to key players. 
The biggest injuries of the
game came as a result  of  a
fourth-quarter collision between
senior cornerback Chris Brown
and sophomore strong
safety/kickoff and punt returner
Chris Watson.
After being checked out by
the trainers on the field, Brown
was carried off the field by two
teammates without applying
pressure to ei ther  leg while
Watson hobbled off the field
with the help of teammates.
Sophomore ful lback Bob
Koziel was also injured during
Saturday’s game, as he injured
his arm. 
Head coach Bob Spoo said
that he will have a better idea of
the status of all three players by
today.
“The three guys were taken
down to Effingham to be
checked out by a doctor and a
diagnosis will be made today
regarding their status,” Spoo
said after Monday’s practice.
“Brown will likely be out for a
few weeks but Kosiel said his
arm does feel a lot better than it
did on Saturday. Watson said his
neck was bothering him.”
Still, Spoo was not alarmed
by the injuries.
“I’m not alarmed by them
(the injuries) and I don’t think
the team was either because
they are part of the game,” he
said.
Junior tailback Ibrahim Bawa
was also shaken up during
Saturday’s game but he is not
expected to be out of the lineup
Panthers hit with injuries in 35-27 win
IBE MAYASUKI/Staff photographer
Senior cornerback Chris Brown is carried off the field by junior offensive tackle
Bill Frangieh (No. 70) and junior linebacker Rodney Wilson during  the fourth
quarter of Saturday’s 35-27 win over Tennessee Tech. 
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
With the regular season over, the men’s and
women’s cross country teams are going into
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship
with everybody healthy – something that is
certainly a rare occurrence.
All year both squads have had to battle
through injuries, especially the top runner for
the men, Justin Weiss.
“The men’s team has struggled a little bit,
and we had one or two guys out every meet
early in the season,” head coach John
McInerney said. “They have done a nice job
of covering for each other and picking up the
slack.”
Weiss said all of the injuries, especially
with himself, have been frustrating.
“We’ve done fairly well, but have not been
able to run together as a unit,” he said. 
The women also had trouble staying
healthy, but Cristen Conrad at least this year
said they did not have runners out for extend-
ed periods of time.
“It’s not as bad as it had been in the past,”
Conrad said. “This season we have been pret-
ty lucky.”
At least for the time being, any health prob-
lems for both teams seem to be over.
“We’re coming in (to the conference meet)
healthy and everybody is ready to go.”
McInerney said. “We’ve had some good expe-
rience and good competition.”
Going into the conference meet, the team
has set realistic goals for themselves.
For the men, Morehead State is the defend-
ing OVC champ, and McInerney is looking to
Harriers injury free as conference meet nears
See LESTER page 10 See CONFERENCE page 10
See INJURIES page 11
Status of players
will be known by
this afternoon
